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Abstract—This paper considers cell-free massive multiple-
input multiple-output systems where the multiple-antenna access
points (APs) assist the single-antenna user equipments (UEs) by
wireless power transfer. The UEs utilize the energy harvested in
the downlink to transmit uplink pilot and information signals
to the APs. We consider practical Rician fading with the line-
of-sight components of the channels being phase-shifted in each
coherence block. The uplink spectral efficiency (SE) is derived for
this model and the max-min fairness problem is considered where
the optimization variables are the AP and UE power control
coefficients together with the large-scale fading decoding vectors.
The objective is to maximize the minimum SE of the users under
APs’ and UEs’ transmission power constraints. An alternating
optimization algorithm is proposed for the solution of the highly-
coupled non-convex problem.

Index Terms—cell-free massive MIMO, max-min fair power
control, wireless power transfer, spectral efficiency, Rician fading

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) has been

extensively studied for the cellular systems due to its high

spectral efficiency (SE) achieved by spatial multiplexing of

many user equipments (UEs) on the same time-frequency

resource [1]–[4]. Now, it is one of the key technologies in

5G and commercial deployments began in 2018 [1]. However,

the largest improvements are achieved by UEs that are close to

a base station, while path loss and inter-cell interference will

still lead to large SE variations [5]. Recently, an alternative

network infrastructure to the cellular systems is considered in

[6], [7], which uses the name cell-free massive MIMO since

a large number of access points (APs) is distributed over a

large geographic area to serve all the UEs without any cell

boundaries. As shown in [7], [8], the cell-free massive MIMO

performs better than co-located massive MIMO and small cell

systems in providing uniformly good service to all the UEs.

Communication and positioning are the main use cases for

radio frequency (RF) in current wireless technologies. While

we are in the era of 5G for mobile communication, some

immature technologies have potential to be integrated into

future generation standards. Wireless power transfer (WPT)

via RF signals is one of these technologies and there has been

extensive research conducted in this area to charge mobile

battery-powered devices via the ambient RF signals [9], [10].

This work was partially supported by ELLIIT and the Wallenberg AI,
Autonomous Systems and Software Program (WASP) funded by the Knut
and Alice Wallenberg Foundation.

WPT would reduce the battery requirements of the mobile

devices and provide more consistent and ubiquitous service to

energy-hungry devices. In particular, future autonomous low-

power networks and Internet of Things (IoT) are expected

to benefit from this technology [9]. An interesting paradigm

in WPT is the simultaneous wireless information and power

transfer (SWIPT) which was also considered for cellular

massive MIMO systems [11]–[13]. In these works, the UEs

have either a power splitting or time switching circuit to utilize

the downlink RF signals for both information reception and

energy harvesting. In [14], [15], a base station (BS) enables

uplink pilot and data transfer by energy beamforming in the

downlink. In this paper, we adopt this setup for the cell-

free massive MIMO which has a high potential to improve

wireless-powered communication due to the reduced distances

between the transmitter and receiver terminals and the in-

creased number of energy sources compared to co-located

massive MIMO.

The works which exploit WPT in cell-free systems are

rather limited. In [16], total harvested energy throughout of

the network is maximized together with the AP selection

under transmission power constraints for each AP. This work

assumes perfect channel state information and does not take

into account the uplink communications. In [17], SWIPT is

considered in the context of cell-free massive MIMO where

information and energy UEs are located separately. Similarly,

[18] studied cell-free massive MIMO where the information

UEs do not harvest energy and there is a single energy-

harvesting UE that actively eavesdrops. To the best of authors’

knowledge, this paper is the first that considers power control

for max-min fairness based uplink SE by downlink energy

beamforming in the cell-free massive MIMO. Max-min fair-

ness is one of the most studied optimization criteria for cell-

free massive MIMO systems due to the fact that it maximizes

the minimum guaranteed SE to all the UEs, which is highly

in accordance with the uniformly great service motto of cell-

free systems. Furthermore, max-min fairness may be effective

to reduce the traffic congestion mainly resulting from UEs in

bad channel conditions, by increasing the %95-likely SE of

the whole network. The main contributions of this paper are:

• We derive the harvested energy and uplink SE when the

channels are estimated using a linear minimum mean-

squared error (LMMSE) estimator for practical Rician
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fading channels with unknown phase shifts. We derive

the SE expressions for the multi-antenna APs that are

generalizations of the SE for single-antenna APs in [19].

• We formulate the max-min fair joint AP and UE power

control and large-scale fading decoding (LSFD) design

problem under the harvested and transmitted power con-

straints at the APs and UEs.

• We propose an alternating optimization algorithm to

achieve a solution to the proposed problem. The sim-

ulation results show that the cell-free structure and the

solution found by this algorithm improve the minimum

guaranteed SE of the network compared to the co-located

massive MIMO and simpler power control schemes.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a cell-free massive MIMO system where L
multiple-antenna APs are geographically distributed over a

large area to serve K single-antenna users with energy har-

vesting capability. Each AP is equipped with N antennas and

connected to a central processing unit (CPU) via a perfect

fronthaul link. In this paper, we assume time division duplex

(TDD) operation and hence channel reciprocity holds. Let τc
denote the total number of samples per coherence interval.

Each coherence interval is divided into three phases: uplink

training, downlink WPT, and uplink wireless information

transfer (WIT). In the uplink training phase, all the UEs send

their pilot sequences which have length τp to the APs, which

estimate the channels to design precoding vectors for effective

energy transfer and data reception. While τd samples are

used for downlink energy transfer, the remaining τu samples

are used for the uplink information transfer, hence we have

τp + τd + τu = τc. In accordance with the existing literature

on cell-free massive MIMO, the channel state information of

users are not shared between the APs [7], [8].

Let gkl ∈ CN denote the channel between the kth user and

the lth AP. The channels are constant in each time-frequency

coherence interval. We consider spatially uncorrelated Rician

fading channels with unknown phase shifts, which is the

first novelty of this paper in the context of cell-free massive

MIMO with multiple-antenna APs. This means each channel

realization can be expressed as

gkl = ejθkl ḡkl + g̃kl, (1)

where ejθkl ḡkl ∈ CN denotes the line-of-sight (LOS) com-

ponent. The other term of the channel, i.e., g̃kl corresponds

to non-line-of-sight (NLOS) small-scale fading and g̃kl ∼
NC(0N , βklIN ) where βkl is the large-scale fading coefficient

which accounts for path-loss and shadowing. Note that the

vectors {ḡkl} and large-scale fading coefficients {βkl} de-

scribe the long-term channel effects and change more slowly

compared to small-scale fading characteristics. We assume that

the APs have the knowledge of {ḡkl, βkl} corresponding to

the channels between them and the UEs in accordance with

the massive MIMO literature [2], [4]. However, we consider a

more realistic scenario where the phase shifts {θkl} in the LOS

components are unknown due to user mobility and assume that

they are uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 2π) [19].

III. CHANNEL ESTIMATION

Let ϕk ∈ Cτp denote the pilot sequence that is assigned to

the kth user where ||ϕk||2 = τp. In practice, the number of

users is usually larger compared to the pilot sequence length,

i.e., K > τp. Hence, so-called pilot contamination occurs.

Note that LMMSE estimator is the MMSE estimator when

the phase shifts of LOS components are known at the APs.

However, deriving the MMSE estimator is non-trivial in the

unknown phase shift scenario since we do not have a linear

Gaussian signal model. In this paper, we will restrict ourselves

to the LMMSE estimator as in [19], which is the conventional

benchmark in the massive MIMO literature. To obtain the

LMMSE channel estimator in a simple form, let us assume that

the pilot sequences are either identical or mutually orthogonal

and call Pk the subset of users which are assigned the same

pilot sequence as the kth user, including itself. Then, the

received pilot signal Zl ∈ CN×τp at the lth AP is given by

Zl =
√
ρp

K
∑

k=1

gklϕ
T
k +Nl, (2)

where ρp is the transmit power of each pilot symbol and the

additive noise matrix Nl ∈ CN×τp has i.i.d. NC(0, σ
2) random

variables. Then, a sufficient statistics for the estimation of the

kth user’s channel is

zkl =
Zlϕ

∗
k√

τp
=

√
ρpτp

∑

i∈Pk

gil + nkl, (3)

where nkl , Nlϕ
∗
k/
√
τp ∼ NC(0N , σ2IN ). Note that nil

is independent of nkl for ∀i /∈ Pk. Then, the phase-unaware

LMMSE estimate of gkl based on (3) is given by

ĝkl =
√
ρpτpRklΨ

−1
kl zkl, (4)

where

Rkl = E{gklg
H
kl} = ḡklḡ

H
kl + βklIN , (5)

Ψkl = E{zklzHkl} = ρpτp
∑

i∈Pk

Ril + σ2IN . (6)

The channel estimate ĝkl and the estimation error ekl =
gkl − ĝkl are zero-mean uncorrelated random vectors with

covariance matrices

R̂kl , E{ĝklĝ
H
kl} = ρpτpRklΨ

−1
kl Rkl, (7)

Ckl , E{ekleHkl} = Rkl − ρpτpRklΨ
−1
kl Rkl. (8)

Note that neither channel estimate nor estimation error is

Gaussian. As a result, although they are uncorrelated, they

are not independent.

IV. DOWNLINK WIRELESS POWER TRANSFER

In the WPT phase, each AP transmits energy to the users

by using the estimated channels for maximum ratio (MR)

precoding. In this paper, we will analyze non-coherent energy

transmission which do not require any synchronization among

APs since it allows each AP to transmit their choice of energy



Ek = µτd

L
∑

l=1

K
∑

i=1

piltr
(

R̂ilRkl

)

+ µτdρ
2
pτ

2
p

L
∑

l=1

K
∑

i∈Pk

pil

(

2βklℜ
{

ḡH
klΨ

−1
il Rilḡkltr

(

RilΨ
−1
il

)}

+ β2
kl

∣

∣tr
(

RilΨ
−1
il

)
∣

∣

2
)

(14)

symbols. During non-coherent energy harvesting phase, the

signal transmitted by the lth AP using MR is

xE
l =

K
∑

k=1

√
pklĝ

∗
klskl, (9)

where skl is the zero-mean unit-variance energy signal from

the lth AP to the kth user. All energy signals are assumed to be

independent for the ease of analysis. pkl is the power control

coefficient of the lth AP corresponding to the kth user. The

transmission power for each AP should satisfy the maximum

power limit which is ρd in the long-term, i.e.,

PE
l , E

{

∥

∥xE
l

∥

∥

2
}

≤ ρd. (10)

The average transmitted power PE
l for the lth AP is

PE
l =E
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(a)
=

K
∑

k=1

pklE
{

‖ĝkl‖2
}

(b)
=

K
∑

k=1

pkltr
(

R̂kl

)

, (11)

where we used the independence of {skl} in (a) and used (7)

in (b). The received signal in the energy harvesting phase at

the kth user is given by

rEk =
L
∑

l=1

gT
klx

E
l + nE

k =
L
∑

l=1

K
∑

i=1

√
pilĝ

H
il gklsil + nE

k , (12)

where nE
k ∼ NC(0, σ

2) is the additive noise at the kth user.

Since the noise floor is too low for energy harvesting, we

simply neglect the effect of nE
k in the average harvested energy

expression in accordance with the existing literature [15]–[17].

Then, the average harvested energy at the kth user during the

τd channel uses is

Ek =µτdE
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, (13)

where µ ∈ [0, 1] is the energy harvesting efficiency of the

rectifier circuit [11], [16], [17]. Lemma 1 presents the average

harvested energy in (13) analytically.

Lemma 1: If the phase-unaware LMMSE channel estimator

in (4) is used, the average harvested energy for non-coherent

downlink transmission is given in (14) at the top of this page.

Proof: The proof follows from standard expectations and

omitted due to space limitation.

Note that all the terms in (14) are positive. All users’

intended signals from all the APs make a contribution to the

harvested energy of each user, which is affected by the power

control coefficients {pil}. In addition to the first summation,

having pilot contaminated channel estimates brings some

additional energy terms into the second summation while it

also reduces the channel estimation quality. Hence, it is not

easy to quantify the effect of pilot contamination directly

from the expression. As expected, with the increase in the

large-scale fading coefficients {βkl} and the norm of the LOS

parts of the channels {‖ḡkl‖}, the harvested energy increases.

Furthermore, the harvested energy is linearly proportional

to the number of downlink energy symbols, τd. However,

increasing τd will increase the SE up to some extent since for a

fixed coherence block length, τc, an increase in τd necessitates

a decrease in τu that is linearly proportional to the SE of each

user as we consider in the next section.

V. UPLINK WIRELESS INFORMATION TRANSFER

In the uplink information transmission phase, all the K
users simultaneously send their data signals to the APs. Let

qk denote the symbol of the kth user, which is zero-mean with

E{|qk|2} = 1, and ηk ≥ 0 is the corresponding transmission

power. The received signal at the lth AP is given by

rIl =

K
∑

k=1

√
ηkgklqk + nI

l , l = 1, . . . , L, (15)

where nI
l ∼ NC

(

0N , σ2IN
)

is the additive white Gaussian

noise. Each AP applies MR decoding for each user’s informa-

tion symbol before sending it to the CPU. Hence, r̃kl = ĝH
klr

I
l

is the locally decoded signal for the kth user at the lth AP.

Then, the CPU computes a weighted sum of the locally

decoded signals using the large-scale fading decoding (LSFD)

method [6]:

q̂k =

L
∑

l=1

a∗klr̃kl, (16)

for the detection of the kth user’s data signal where {a∗kl} are

the LSFD weights. We assume that the CPU uses only the

statistical knowledge of the channels in accordance with the

cell-free massive MIMO literature [6], [8], [19]. Using the SE

analysis technique in [3], we can express the received signal

at the CPU for the kth user data detection as

q̂k = DSkqk + BUkqk +
∑

k′ 6=k

UIkk′qk′ + ñk, (17)

where DSk, BUk, UIkk′ denote the strengths of the desired

signal (DS), beamforming gain uncertainty (BU), and the

interference of the k′
th

user on the kth user, while ñk is the

total noise at the CPU. DSk, BUk, UIkk′ , and ñk are given by

DSk =
√
ηk

L
∑

l=1

a∗klE
{

ĝH
klgkl

}

, (18)

BUk =
√
ηk

L
∑

l=1

a∗kl
(

ĝH
klgkl − E

{

ĝH
klgkl

})

, (19)



UIkk′ =
√
ηk′

L
∑

l=1

a∗klĝ
H
klgk′l, ñk =

L
∑

l=1

a∗klĝ
H
kln

I
l . (20)

Let us define the following vectors and matrices for ease of

notation:

ak , [ ak1 . . . akL ]T ∈ C
L, (21)

bk , [ bk1 . . . bkL ]T ∈ C
L, bkl , E

{

ĝH
klgkl

}

(22)

Ckk′ ∈ C
L×L, cll

′

kk′ , E
{

ĝH
klgk′lg

H
k′l′ ĝkl′

}

, (23)

Dk ∈ C
L×L, dkl , E

{

ĝH
kln

I
l

(

nI
l

)H
ĝkl

}

, (24)

where cll
′

kk′ is the (l, l′)th element of the matrix Ckk′ . Dk is

a diagonal matrix with the lth diagonal element being dkl.
In the following lemma we present the uplink SE which is

second novelty of this paper in the context of multiple antenna

cell-free massive MIMO with unknown phase-shifted Rician

fading and LSFD.

Lemma 2: The uplink SE for the kth user with MR decoding

for any finite value of M,K, and N is given by

Rk =
τu
τc

log2 (1 + SINRk) , (25)

where the effective signal-to-noise-plus-ratio SINRk is

ηk
∣

∣aH
k bk

∣

∣

2

aH
k

(

∑K

k′=1 ηk′Ckk′

)

ak − ηk
∣

∣aH
k bk

∣

∣

2
+ aH

k Dkak

, (26)

where the elements of bk, Ckk′ , and Dk are given as

bkl = ρpτpḡ
H
klΨ

−1
kl Rklḡkl + ρpτpβkltr

(

Ψ−1
kl Rkl

)

, (27)

cllkk′ = tr
(

R̂klRk′l

)

+ Ik′∈Pk
ρ2pτ

2
p

(

2βk′lℜ
{

ḡH
k′lΨ

−1
kl Rklḡk′ltr

(

RklΨ
−1
kl

)}

+ β2
k′l

∣

∣tr
(

RklΨ
−1
kl

)∣

∣

2

)

, (28)

cll
′

kk′ = Ik′∈Pk
ρ2pτ

2
p×

(

(

ḡH
k′lΨ

−1
kl Rklḡk′l + βk′ltr

(

Ψ−1
kl Rkl

))

×

(

ḡH
k′l′Rkl′Ψ

−1
kl′ ḡk′l′ + βk′l′ tr

(

Rkl′Ψ
−1
kl′

))

)

, l′ 6= l (29)

dkl = σ2tr
(

R̂kl

)

, (30)

where I(.) is the indicator function, i.e., Ik′∈Pk
is equal to

one if k′ ∈ Pk, otherwise it is equal to zero.

Proof: The proof follows from the fact that all the

terms in (17) are uncorrelated and standard properties of

circularly symmetric Gaussian random variables and uniformly

distributed phase shifts. The details are omitted.

We note that the effective SINR for each user is improved

with an increase in the norm of its corresponding LOS com-

ponents and large-scale fading of the channels to all the APs.

However, an increase in these parameters lead also interference

to the other UEs. Other interference sources are uncertainty

in the channel estimation and pilot contamination. In fact,

the signals of the other UEs that share the same pilots with

the considered UE bring additional positive terms into the

denominator of the effective SINR. By an intelligent power

control, it is possible to maximize the minimum guaranteed

SE to each UE as we consider in the next section.

VI. MAX-MIN FAIR JOINT LSFD AND POWER CONTROL

We want to maximize the minimum SE among the users by

adjusting both the downlink WPT, the uplink powers, and the

LSFD weights. The transmission power of the lth AP during

downlink WPT phase, PE
l in (11) cannot exceed the long-term

maximum power limit ρd as in (10). Furthermore, we require

that the kth user’s uplink data plus pilot energy, τuηk + τpρp
is upper bounded by the harvested energy Ek in (14). Then,

the max-min fairness SE optimization problem can be cast as

maximize
{ak,ηk,pkl},t

t (31)

subject to SINRk (ak, {ηi}) ≥ t, k = 1, . . . ,K, (32)

PE
l ({pil}) ≤ ρd, l = 1, . . . , L, (33)

τuηk + τpρp ≤ Ek ({pil′}) , k = 1, . . . ,K,
(34)

pkl ≥ 0, l = 1, . . . , L, ηk ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . ,K,
(35)

where SINRk is from (26) and t is the SINR that all users

achieve. Note that the problem above is neither convex nor

manageable in terms of finding the global optimum solution

due to the highly coupled variables. However, an alternating

optimization approach can be used in an efficient manner. The

motivation for the alternating approach is explained as follows.

Note that PE
l and Ek are affine functions of {pil′}. Similarly,

the numerator and denominator of SINRk are linear in {ηi},

given the LSFD vectors ak, for k = 1, . . . ,K . Hence, for some

given ak, the optimization problem can be shown to be quasi-

linear and its global optimum solution can be found using

bisection search over t by solving a series of simple linear

programming problems [21]. Furthermore, the LSFD vector

ak only affects the SINR of the kth user and can be found

in closed form for the given uplink power coefficients {ηi}
by maximizing a generalized Rayleigh quotient [19]. Using

these observations, we propose the alternating optimization

algorithm which combines the closed-form LSFD vectors with

the bisection search over minimum SINR as follows:

Algorithm 1: Alternating Optimization for Max-Min Fair

LSFD and Power Control

1) Initialization: Choose the initial lower and upper bound

for max-min SINR as tmin = 0 and tmax that is a proper

positive number, respectively. Initialize ak as all ones vector

for k = 1, . . . ,K .

2) Set t = tmin+tmax

2 . Solve the linear feasibility problem

obtained by taking {ak} and t as constant in (31)-(35), for

{pkl, ηk}.
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Fig. 1. CDF of the SE per user for L = 16 and N = 25.

3) If the problem in Step 2 is feasible, set the power control

coefficients as the solution of this problem. Then, obtain

the optimum {ak} by maximizing each user’s SINR as a

generalized Rayleigh quotient and set tmin = t⋆ and tmax = 2t⋆

where t⋆ is the minimum of the SINRs after applying LSFD.

If the problem is not feasible, set tmax = t.
4) Stop if tmax − tmin < ǫ where ǫ > 0 is the tolerance

parameter. Otherwise, continue with Step 2.

The initial value of tmax in Algorithm 1 can be taken as an

upper bound of t for the problem (31)-(35). A simple upper

bound can be obtained by supposing that there is only one user

in the setup and maximizing the SINR of that user. If we focus

on the kth user, the harvested energy, Ek in (13) is maximized

by setting pkl = ρd/tr
(

R̂kl

)

and pil = 0, ∀i 6= k by (10)-

(11). Let E⋆
k denote the value of harvested energy for this

setting. To maximize the SINRk, we equate the total uplink

transmission energy for the kth user to the harvested energy

E⋆
k in (34) and obtain the data power control coefficient as η⋆k.

We set all other power control coefficients to zero, i.e., ηi = 0,

∀i 6= k. After maximizing the obtained generalized Rayleigh

quotient for the kth user, we obtain SINR⋆
k. If we repeat this

procedure for each user, we can obtain a proper upper bound

for the initialization of Algorithm 1 as follows:

tmax = min
k

SINR⋆
k. (36)

Note that in Step 3 of Algorithm 1, we change tmax to 2t⋆ if

the problem in Step 2 is feasible. The reason for this update is

that after LSFD, it may be possible to obtain feasible solution

with t larger than the tmax that is set at the previous infeasible

iterations. Note that the objective function of the problem

(31)-(35) is upper bounded as shown above and an improved

solution is obtained at each iteration. Hence, Algorithm 1

converges.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We will quantify the SE for different setups and compare

the performance of the max-min fairness optimization with a

simpler power control that is inspired by the fractional power
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Fig. 2. CDF of the minimum SE per setup for L = 16 and N = 25.

control (FPC) scheme for the downlink information transmis-

sion in [20]. The 3GPP indoor hotspot (InH) model in [22] is

used with a 3.4 GHz carrier frequency and 20 MHz bandwidth.

The large-scale fading coefficients, shadowing parameters,

probability of LOS, and the Rician factors are simulated

based on [22, Table B.1.2.1-1, B.1.2.1-2, B.1.2.2.1-4]. The

APs are uniformly distributed in a 100 m×100 m square. For

each setup, the UEs are randomly dropped and a 4 m height

difference between APs and UEs is taken into account in

calculating distance. The noise variance is σ2 = −96 dBm.

The uplink pilot transmission power is −40 dBm. The total

number of samples per coherence interval is τc = 200 with

τp = 5, τd = 25, and τu = 170. The energy harvesting

efficiency of the rectifier circuit, µ, is 0.5. For each scenario,

100 random setups are considered.

In the first scenario, we consider L = 16 APs, each with

N = 25 antennas. The maximum power of each AP is

ρd = 250mW. MMF stands for the proposed max-min fairness

optimization. For the other scheme that is shown by FPC, the

power control coefficient pkl is proportional to 1/
√

tr(R̂lk)
and they are scaled such that total transmission power is ρd
for each AP in accordance with the power control scheme

[20]. Each UE’s power control coefficient ηk is adjusted such

that total uplink transmission energy is equal to the harvested

energy in the downlink.

In Fig. 1, we plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF)

of the individual SE per user. We notice that the 90% and 95%

likely SE (i.e., where the CDF is 0.1 and 0.05, respectively)

is better for the proposed max-min fair design by 43% and

84% in comparison to the FPC for K = 20 UEs. The relative

improvement by the max-min fairness is larger for K = 40
UEs, i.e., by 84% and 159%, for 90% and 95% likely SE,

respectively.

In order to see the fairness improvement of the proposed

algorithm, we plot the CDF of the minimum SE of all the

UEs per setup in Fig. 2 for the same scenario. For both K =
20 and K = 40, the minimum SE of the network improves

substantially and larger SE is guaranteed for all the UEs.

In Fig. 3, we quantify the impact of the number of APs, L,

and antennas per AP, N , for K = 20 UEs. The maximum
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Fig. 3. CDF of the SE per user for K = 20.

transmission power for each AP is ρd = 4/LW. Hence,

maximum total transmit power for the whole AP network is

4W for a fair comparison. Note that the SE for all the UEs

with co-located massive MIMO with L = 1 and N = 400
antennas is relatively very small and not included in the Fig. 3.

For the first three lines in Fig. 3, the number of total antennas

throughout all the area is LN = 400. We notice that the 90%

likely SE is improved by 379% by increasing the number

of APs from L = 4 to L = 16. However, there is a slight

performance decrease when we increase it to L = 25 by

keeping the total number of antennas the same. We believe that

this is due to the increased number of local power constraints

in (33), which prevent more improvement. However, if we

increase the number of antennas per AP to N = 25, we now

see the positive impact of jointly increasing the number of

APs and total number of antennas, LN , where each UE’s SE

is significantly improved.

In the above simulations, the duration of pilot, energy and

data transmission are fixed. In the journal extension of this

paper [23], it is shown that changing the energy duration, τd
has a less significant effect on the SE compared to the other

system parameters and channel estimation quality.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have derived the uplink SE of the wireless-

powered cell-free massive MIMO in Rician fading with LOS

components that are phase-shifted in each coherence block.

The UEs harvest energy from the RF signal that APs direct

to them by MR processing in the downlink. Then, they use

some portion of the harvested energy for the uplink data

transmission. We optimize both the downlink WPT and uplink

WIT power control coefficients together with LSFD weights

at the CPU to maximize the minimum guaranteed SE for all

the UEs. An alternating optimization algorithm is proposed

for solving the non-convex problem. Simulation results show

the fairness improvement of the proposed algorithm compared

to another state-of-the-art power control scheme that was

originally proposed for downlink information transmission.

Furthermore, increasing the number of APs to a certain extent

improves the SE.
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